Existential verbs (EXI)
: (REL) 
Causative Verbs (CAV): NP+[AG]+NP+[POS]+ (NP +)VP+[CAU]+VP(CAV)
In addition, Tibetan verbs can be classified into a number of subcategories, like receiving verbs, equivalent verbs, addressing verbs, giving verbs and the like, each of which is distinguished by argument and case marking. There are other typical structures relating to the grammar and meaning of a clause, such as comparative clauses and clauses describing the weather etc. The traditional Tibetan grammatical classification of verbs (S.J. Hu 2002) , including categories such as transitive and intransitive verbs, automatic and causative verbs, volitional and nonvolitional verbs, is incapable of providing a thorough and detailed reflection of all sorts of clause structures. As a result, they can be used as an overarching classification which applies to both syntactic and semantic types.
Types of Tibetan verbs and a description of their grammatical patterns
This section describes verbs and their patterns, providing the basic structures and case marking patterns and illustrating these with examples.
1. Stative Verbs (STA): Stative verbs mainly signify states. In contrast to clauses with adjectival predicates (including descriptive clauses composed of copulative verbs and adjectives) stative verbs are generally used when indicating qualities. Some stative verbs are transitive verbs and others intransitives; the basic construction is NP+(NP+) VP (STA), of which the subject and object are not suffixed with case markers.
The most frequently used stative verbs are ན་ (snyun) 'to be ill'，བཟི ་ (bzi) 'to be drunk'，ཤི ་ (shi) 'to be dead'， ེ ་ (skye) 'to be born'， བ་ (nub) 'to be sunk'，ཡལ་ (yal) 'to be gone ', etc. 2 There are numerous such verbs.
3 For example,
(1) ད་ ཁོ ་ཚ ་བཟི ་པ་རེ ད ་། da kho-tsho bzi-pa-red. Now 3pl be-drunk-REA 'Now they are drunk.' 4 (2) ོ ་བཟང་ལགས་ ན་ཙང། འཛི ན་ག ་ཚ གས་གག་ཕེ བས་ བ་ཀྱི ་མི ་འ ག ་། blo-bzang-lags snyun tsang, vdzin-grwa tshogs gag phebs Lopsang was-ill since class meeting TAP come thub-kyi-mi-vdug. be-able-NEG-DUR 'Lopsang was ill, so he cannot come to the class.'
There are various subcategories of verbs denoting states. For instance, verbs denoting 'deficiency' include དགོ ན་ (dgon) 'to lack', དགོ ས་ (dgos) 'to be in need'，etc.; verbs denoting the meaning of 'release' are མཚ ན་ (mtshon) 'to express, to deliver', མངོ ན་ (mngon) 'to turn up, to emerge', འདོ ན་ (vdon) 'to take out', འ ོ ན་ (vthon) 'to arise, to be known', ཤར་ (shar) 'to rise, to rise up'; verbs denoting 'delay' are འགོ ར་ (vgor) 'to postpone, to detain', འགྱང་ (vgyang) 'to defer, to retard', etc. For the purposes of illustration one example suffices, (3) དེ ་རི ང་གི ་ ཉི ་མ་དེ ་ཤར་ནས་ ཤར་སོ ང་ ་། ངམ་ཡང་ན་ བ་ནས་ཤར་སོ ང་། de-ring-gi nyi-ma de shar-nas shar-song ngam yang-na Today-GEN sun the east-ABL rise-PEF INT otherwise nub-nas shar-song west-ABL rise-PEF 'Did today's sun rise from the east or did it rise from the west?' 2 We have compiled quite a big text-database on Tibetan language for more than twenty years, some of which have been tagged with grammatical markers. Cf. Zhang (2005), Long (2012) . Most of the examples used in the paper are taken from this text-database. 3 The transliteration used in the paper are IEA-scheme, which is a pre-GB scheme in China. 2. Copula verbs (COU): Copula verbs mainly equate two noun phrases; the choice of copula is often determined by a subjective judgment or access to information. The two primary copula verbs are ཡི ན་ (yin) and རེ ད་ (red). The clause structure required by a copula verb is NP+NP+V (COU), in which both NPs are zero-marked for the absolutive case (Huang et al. 2003) .
(4) དགེ ་ ན་དེ ་ ལོ ་ ག་ཚ ད་རེ ད ་། dge-rgan de lo ga-tshod red. teacher the age how-many is 'How old is that teacher?' The negative forms of ཡི ན་ (yin) and རེ ད་ (red) are མི ན་ (min) and མ་རེ ད་ (ma red) respectively. མི ན་ (min) is a contracted form of མ་ཡི ན་ (ma yin).
(6) ཆེ ན་མས་"ཁྱོ ད་ཀྱི ་ ་མི ན་བདག་གི ་ཡི ན་" ཞེ ས་ཟེ ར ་། chen-ma-s " khyod-kyi bu min bdag-gi yin " zhes zer. wife-AG " 2sg-GEN son not mine-GEN is " say 'The (first) wife said, "he is not your son but mine".' (7) འདི ་ཆེ ད་མངགས་ང་མདོ ག་ཉེ ས་བཟོ ས་པ་མ་རེ ད་པས ་། vdi ched-mngags nga mdog-nyes bzos-pa ma-red pas. this deliberately 1sg smear do-NMZ NEG-is INT 'Doesn't this deliberately embarrass me?' 3. Existential Verbs (EXI): Existential verbs signify that someone or something is in some place; the subject is in the zero-marked absolutive case and the 2 nd NP in the locative case. The basic existential clause structure NP+NP+[LOC]+VP (EXI). In the Lhasa vernacular language the most common existential verbs are ཡོ ད་(yod), འ ག་(vdug)，and ཡོ འོ ་རེ ད་(yovo red). There are also a small number of other existential verbs, such as གནས་ (gnas) 'to have, to live, to exist'; བ ད་ (bsdad) 'to reside' , which also call for the same type of clause construction.
(8) ངའི ་ཨ་མ་ནང་ལ་ ཡོ ད༎ nga-vi ama nang-la yod. 1sg-GEN mother home-LOC be 'My mother is at home.' (9) རང་ ལ་གྱི ་གྲངས་ ང་རི གས་མང་བ་ཆེ ་བ་མ འ་མཚམས་ལ་ཡོ འོ ་རེ ད་། rang rgyal-gyi grangs-nyung-rigs mang-ba-che-ba Our motherland-GEN minority-ethnics most mthav-mtshams-la yovo-red. border-areas-LOC be 'Most minorities of our motherland live in border areas.'
(10) ཁྱོ ད་མཚ ་ལ་གནས་། ང་ མ་ས་བ ད་། khyod mtsho-la gnas, nga skam-sa(-r) bsdad. 2sg lake-LOC resides 1sg land-LOC reside 'You reside in the lake, and I live on the dry land.' 4. Verbs of Possession (VOP): In addition to existential verbs, such as ཡོ ད་/འ ག་ (yod/vdug) 'to get', དབང་ (dbang) 'to have, to own', there are other associated verbs denoting 'giving', like འ ོ བ་ (vthob) ' to obtain'，རག་ (rag) 'to receive', འཛམས་ (vdzams) 'to equip, to possess' etc.
The clause structure for a verb of possession is NP+[POS]+NP+V(VOP), where the verb of possession requires the subject with a possessive case marker and object with a zero case marker. However, if the subject is an animate noun while the object an abstract one (most nouns), the possessive case marker of the former can be omitted. Similarly, if the subject is marked with a pause particle, again the possessive case marker may be omitted (Jiang 2003) .
(11) ངར་ བོ ད་ཡི ག་གེ ་ཚི ག་མཛ ད་གཅི ག་ཡོ ད ་། nga-r bod-yig-ge tshig-mdzod gcig yod. 1sg-POS Tibetan dictionary one have 'I have a Tibetan dictionary.' (12) ན་ལགས་དེ ར་ ཉམས་ ོ ང་ཞེ ་ གས་ཡོ འོ ་རེ ད་༎ rgan-lags de(-r) nyams-myong zhe-drags yovo-red. teacher the(-POS) experience much have 'That teacher has a lot of experience.' (13) ད་ ར་ང་རེ འི ་ ཏང་འདི ་ནི ་ ཏང་ཡོ ན་ ེ ་བ་ག མ་དང་ས་ཡད་གུ་ཡོ ད ་། da-ltar nga-revi tang vdi-ni tang-yon bye-ba-gsum now 1sg-myself-GEN party this-PAP member thirty million dang sa-yad-gu yod. and nine million have 'Our party now has thirty-nine million members.'
There are other verbs classified into this sort, signifying the quasi-possessive relation, like ཟེ ར་ (zer) 'to name', གནས་ (gnas) 'to value', ི ས་ (rtsis) 'to equal', used in clauses whose form is roughly the same as that of the possessive verb. 5. Verbs of Change (CHA) refer to verbs that describe the bringing about of resultative complements. Such verbs include ལ་ (sprul) 'to change, to become', ར་ (sgyur) 'to turn into', འ ར་ (vgyur) 'to grow', འགྲོ ་ (vgro) 'to transfer', འ ལ་ (vdul) 'to tame, domesticate' etc. (JW Zhou et al. 2003) .
The clause structure with a verb of change is NP+VP (adj/v) +[COP]+VP (CHA), in which a complement particle ru or la are compulsorily inserted between an adjective or verbal phrase denoting the result of the change in question and the verb of change, forming a resultative complement.
(16) ང་ཚ འི ་ ཞི ང་ལས་ ོ ན་ ེ ད་ ཡག་ ་ཡག་ ་ འགྲོ ་གི ས་ ་། nga-tsho-vi zhing-las-thon-skyed yag-ru-yag-ru vgro-gis 1pl-GEN agricultural-production better-COP-better-COP become-DUR 'Our agricultural production is becoming better and better.' (17) རང་གི ་ ན་ཚ་ ག་ ་ ི ན་ འ ག་གས ་། rang-gi na-tsha drag ru phyin-vdug gas. 2sg-GEN illness recover COP become-RST INT 'Did you recover from your illness?' (18) ངའི ་ འཆམ་པ་ ག་ ་ ག་ ་ འགྲོ ་གྱི ་འ ག ་། Nga-vi vcham-pa sdug-ru-sdug-ru vgro gyi-vdug. 1sg-GEN influenza worse-COP-worse-COP become DUR 'My influenza is becoming worse and worse.' 6. Verbs of perception (PER) refer to such verbs as མ ོ ང་ (mthong) 'to see', གོ ་ (go) 'to hear', ཧ་གོ ་ (ha go) 'to understand', ཤེ ས་ (shes) 'to know', ན་ (dran) 'to remember', བ ེ ད་ (brjed) 'to forget', ངོ ་ཤེ ས་ (ngo shes) 'to know, be acquainted with' etc. Perception is defined as the sense or reaction to a person's visual, auditory, tactile and cognitive experiences. It is fundamental to such verbs that they are involuntary. The verb བ ེ ད་ (brjed) 'to forget' etc., however, has the feature of controllability (actor can consciously conduct or not an action; the verb then is a controllable one), while the results brought about by མ ོ ང་ (mthong) 'to see' etc. cannot be controlled consciously by human, hence a noncontrollable verb (Yuan 1993) .
The clause structure for verbs of perception is: NP+[AG]+NP+VP (PER); the subject of it is followed by an agentive case marker. A verb of perception can be followed by an object of a clause with a nominalization markers མི ན་/ མེ ད་ (min /med) 'whether'. 8. Action Verbs (ACT) can be subdivided into various types, including intranstive verbs, transitive verbs, ditransitive verbs and verbs that take a resultative as object. The objects of a transitive action verb may permit a patient object, indirect object (dative object), and resultative object. Whether transitive or not, the subject is always followed by an agentive case marker. Action verbs are the major verb category in Tibetan. A full discussion is not feasible here.
The basic clause construction with an intransitive action verb is NP+[AG]+VP (ACT). The basic clause construction with a transitive action verb is NP+[AG]+NP+VP (ACT).
(25)ངས་ ི ན་ཆོ ག ་། nga-s phyin chog. 1sg-AG go be-able 'I can go.' (26)ངས་ ཞ་མོ ་གཅི ག་ཉོ ས་པ་ཡི ན ་། nga-s zha-mo gcig nyos-pa-yin. 1sg-AG hat one buy-REA 'I bought a hat.'
The basic construction for a ditransitive clause is NP+[AG]+NP+[DAT]+NP+VP. (27)ཨམ་ཆི ས་ངར་ ཁབ་ གཅི ག་བ བ་ ང ་།
am-chi-s nga-r khab gcig brgyab-byung. Doctor-AG 1sg-DAT needle one hit-PEF 'A doctor has given me an interjection.'
The basic construction for a transitive clause with a resultative object is
NP+[AG]+NP+NP+[FAT]+VP(ACT).
(28)ཨམ་ཆི ས་ངར་ ཁབ་ གཅི ག་བ བ་ ང ་། khyed-rang-gyis rgya-yig bod-yig-la bsgyur-rogs-gnang. 2sg-self-AG Chinese Tibetan-FAT translate-HON 'Please (you) translate Chinese into Tibetan.' 9. Mental Verbs (PSY) mainly refer to verbs with a target object, psychologically emotional actions or are non-action verbs signifying psychological actions. For instance, ངོ ་ཚ་ (ngo tsha) 'to be shy', དགའ་ཞེ ན་ ེ ད་ (dgav zhen byed) 'to like', སེ མས་ངན་ ེ ད་ (sems ngan byed) 'to bully', སེ མས་ཤོ ར་ (sems shor) 'to be infatuated', ན་ (sun) 'to hate', བ ི ་འཇོ ག་ ེ ད་ (brtsi vjog byed) 'to respect', རེ ་ ག་ ེ ད་ (re sgug byed) 'to expect', མ ོ ང་ ང་ ེ ད་ (mthong chung byed) 'to despise', ཁས་ལེ ན་ ེ ད་ (khas len byed) 'to admit', ག་དོ ག་ ེ ད་ (phrag dog byed) 'to be envious', བ ེ ་ ོ ང་ ེ ད་ (brtse skyong byed) 'to be fond of', སེ མས་ཁྲལ་ ེ ད་ (sems khral byed) 'to worry', བ ོ ད་ ་འ ལ་ (bstod glu vbul) 'eulogize', ངོ ་ ོ ལ་ ེ ད་ (ngo rgol byed) 'to oppose', ཡི ད་ཆེ ས་ ེ ད་ (yid ches byed) 'to trust', ང་ལངས་ (rlung langs) 'to be angry', མས་པོ ་ ེ ད་ (byams po byed) 'to be fond ', ི ང་ ེ ས་ ས་ (snying skyes byas) 'to be pitiful', དོ གས་ (dogs) 'to be suspicious' etc.
The basic clause structure for psychological verbs is NP+[AG]+NP+[OBJ]+VP (COG), namely, the subject of psychological verb clause is followed by an ergative case marker, while the target object is followed by a target case marker. 10. Verba dicendi (NAR) include verbs of speech (to say) and verbs of thought (to talk with oneself ), such as བཤད་ (bshad) 'to say', ལབ་ (lab) 'to talk, to speak', ཟེ ར་ (zer) 'to say, to speak, to be alleged', ག ང་ (gsung) 'to say, to talk', འ ི ་ (vdri) 'to ask', ལན་ ོ ག་ (lan slog) 'to answer', ་ (zhu) 'to tell, to inquire', བསམ་ (bsam) 'to think, to meditate, to consider', དགོ ངས་ (dgongs) 'to guess, to ponder', ཤེ ས་ (shes) 'to realize' etc.. The syntactic feature of this sort of verbs is that they are followed by a clausal object or a nominalized verbal phrase serving as an object.
The basic clause structure for verba dicendi is NP+[AG]+{NP+VP}+VP (NAR), or {NP+VP} +NP+[AG]+VP (NAR), among which the clause object of verbs of speech is often suffixed by a clause particle (OCP) (Jiang 2007 ).
(31) ངས་ ཁོ ང་ཚ ར་གཙང་ ར་དོ ་ ང་ ེ ད་དགོ ས་སེ ་ ག་ཏོ ་ལབ་པ་ཡི ན ་། nga-s khong-tsho-r gtsang-sbrar-do snang-byed-dgos-se rdzag-to lab-pa-yin. 1sg-AG 3pl-ALA hygiene pay-attention-to repeatedly tell-REA 'I repeatedly told them to pay attention to hygiene.' (32) ངལ་གསོ ་ཉི ་མ་ཁ་ ཤས་དགོ ས་ བསམས་ ང ་། ngal-gso nyi-ma kha-shas dgos-bsams-byung. rest day a few need consider-PEF 'I should have considered resting a few days.' (33) ོ ལ་མ་རང་གི ས་ ཁོ ང་ཚ ར་ གས་ ེ ་ཆེ ་ཟེ ར་གྱི ་འ ག་སེ ་ལབ་རོ གས ་། sgrol-ma rang-gis khong-tsho-r thugs-rje-che zer-gyi-vdug-se lab-rogs. Droma 2sg-AG 2pl-DAT thanks say-DUR (OBP) speak-HON 'Droma, please give my thanks to them.' Verba dicendi can also be followed by clause with nominalizational marker མི ན་/མེ ད་ (min/med) 'whether'.
(34)དེ ང་སང་གནམ་ འི ་ ་སེ ་ ཉོ ་ཁག་པོ ་ ཡོ ད་མེ ད་ ད་ཆ་འ ི ་རོ གས་གནང ་། deng-sang gnam-gru-vi spa-se nyo khag-po yod-med recently airplane-GEN ticket buy difficult have-NEG skad-cha vdri-rogs-gnang. word ask-HON 'Excuse me for asking, whether it is difficult to buy the airplane ticket recently.' 11. Interactive Verbs (REL) are a special class of verb, whose meanings are relevant to two logically or conventionally corresponding or subordinating matters or events. In syntactic form, the interactive verbs usually require an interactive case marker following the correlated noun. དང་ (dang)(ITP).
The basic clause structure for interactive verbs is NP+NP+[ITP]+VP(REL). The oft-used interactive words are མ ན་ (mthun) 'to agree, to fit, to correspond', ན་ (stun) 'to coincide, to adapt, to accord', ཁ་ ལ་ (kha bral) 'to disrupt, to separate', འགལ་ (vgal) 'to violate, to contradict', འ ེ ་ (vdre) 'to mix, to interblend', ེ ་ (sre) 'to compound, to mingle', འ ་ (vdra) 'to resemble, to be alike', ཁ་ ག་ ག་ (kha thug rgyag) 'to meet, to encounter', ོ མ་ (snyom) 'to balance, to match'.
(35)ད་ ང་ ོ བ་གྲོ གས་གཞན་དག་དང་ མ ན་ ི ལ་ཡག་པོ ་ ེ ད་དགོ ས་རེ ད ་། da-dung slob-grogs gzhan-dag dang mthun-sgril yag-po-byed-dgos-red. also student other (ITP) unite well-do need 'It is necessary to make good relations with other students as well.'
(36)ཡི ན་ནའི ་ ་མོ ་དེ ས་ ཕ་མ་དང་ཁ་ ལ་ ས་མནའ་མར་འགྲོ ་འདོ ད་ ེ ད་ཀྱི ་ཡོ འོ ་མ་རེ ད ་། yin-navi bu-mo de-s pha-ma dang kha-bral-byas mnav-ma-r however girl this-AG parents ITP separate bride-COP vgro-vdod-byed-kyi-yovo-ma-red. become-be-willing-NEG-DUR 'However, this girl was not willing to be separate from her parents and become another's bride.'
(37)མོ ་མོ འི ་ ཨ་མ་དང་ འ ་པོ ་མི ན་འ ག ་། mo mo-vi a-ma dang vdra-po-min-vdug. 3sg 3sg-GEN mother ITP be alike-NEG-DUR 'She is not like her mother.' 12. Causative Verbs (CAV) in Tibetan include བ ག་ (bcug) 'to allow, to make', ེ ད་ (byed) 'to let, make'，བཟོ ་ (bzo) 'to ask that'. (Jiang D. 2006 ) The subject of a causative verb is suffixed with an agentive case marker, and the object is often a clause or a verb phrase with a causative particle (CAU) ་ (ru) before the causative verb. the subject of the clause is followed by a possessive case marker or an agentive case marker.
The basic clause structure for causative verbs is NP+[AG]+NP+[POS]+ (NP +) VP+[CAU]+VP (CAV).
(38)ཁོ ང་གི ས་གེ ་སར་ ས་ཆ་དེ འི ་ བདག་པོ ་ ེ ད་ ( ་) བ ག་པ་རེ ད ་། khong-gis ge-sar sa-cha de-vi bdag-po byed-(ru) bcug-pa-red. 3pl-AG Gesar place this-GEN master become-(CAU) let-REA 'They let Gesar become the master of this place.' The preceding discussion of Tibetan syntactic and semantic categories provides an elementary sketch of the syntactic frames of modern verbs, which can serve as a foundation for the automatic word segmentation of Tibetan texts. In practical applications, however, there may be other special verb categories, including specific clause constructions, or various clause structures with alternative word orders, forming much more complicated grammatical constructions. We hope the discussion here is a feasible starting point, and recently, some research has borne out this hope (Jiang 2011; Li et al. 2013; Kang et al. 2015) .
Functions of Tibetan verbs in syntactic and semantic categories
This article classifies verbs into syntactic and semantic categories, in an attempt to build a machine readable dictionary of grammatical properties. In such a dictionary, each of the verbs (and other parts of speech) is provided with grammatical information distinguishing it from other verbs, noting morphology, meaning, morphological variants and syntactic/semantic category etc. Once the verb category is identified, analysis of its syntactic frame, argument valency and relevant word order becomes possible, the property of various kinds of homomorphic syntactic markers can be specified and then a comparatively accurate classification and analysis can be made (Yu 1998) . We take as an example the clause ང་ཁྱེ ད་གཉི ས་དང་ཁ་ ལ་འདོ ད་མི ་འ ག with the interactive verb ཁ་ ལ་ (kha bral) 'to separate'. In the clause, དང་(dang), an interactive marker, is homomorphic with a coordinating conjunction. Therefore, two different possible segmental results A or B may be produced. Furthermore, དང་(dang) and ཁ་(kha) are exactly combined into another word form: དང་ཁ་(dang kha)'taste(s)'，the clause will be tagged into A: ང་(1sg)ཁྱེ ད་གཉི ས་(2dl)དང་(ITP)ཁ་ ལ་(separate) འདོ ད་(AUX)མི ་འ ག(NEG-RST) 'I am not willing to be parted from you two', or B: ང་(1sg)ཁྱེ ད་གཉི ས་(2dl) དང་ཁ་(taste) ལ་(part)འདོ ད་(AUX)མི ་འ ག(NEG-RST) 'We two need not part tastes.' However, since we can extract from the dictionary information on the interactive verb ཁ་ ལ་ (kha bral), it is known that its basic grammatical frame requires the interactive marker དང་ (dang). Thus, taking advantage of an identification method based on rules, we can ascertain the validity of segmental path A. Up till now, whether based on rules or statistics for natural language processing, a machine readable dictionary or a corpus-based knowledge representation system has always been always necessary, with abundant grammatical information required in the design of word classifications and syntactic rules available for text analyses (Jiang 2005) . The coding described in this article is a preliminary step in the service of projects underway for the compilation of a Tibetan grammatical information dictionary. As regards the methods of verb classification, predecessors have conducted a great variety of studies worthy of reference (Hu 1984; Zhou et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2008) . The verbs in syntactic and semantic categories mainly involve syntactic facts and the construction of dictionary information. Certainly, a Tibetan machine readable dictionary should have much more information about verbs. For example, relative verbs, verbs of possession and existential verbs interact with the grammatical person of the subject, while other verbs maybe involve willingness (volitional and nonvolitional), transitivity (transitive and intransitive), causativity (causative or automatic) and commonly-matched labels of nominalization etc. In grammar, most verbs undergo morphological change (da lta ba basic form, ma vongs pa future tense, vdas pa past tense, skul tshig imperative mood), particular negative form, syllabicity (monosyllable/disyllable /multisyllable) and allomorphic form etc. It is hoped that the accumulation of information for such a dictionary will be progressively advanced in further research. 
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